Always innovating to refresh your beverage business

DELIGHTS GUESTS + DRIVES GROWTH
- Attractive Sleek New Design
  » Large 24-inch, rapid response HD touchscreen
  » LCD “Touch to Pour” button highlights selected brand
- Expand consumer interaction
  » New, intuitive user interface with all parent brands on one screen
  » Video capability to promote and drive sales
  » Bluetooth for direct app connectivity*
- Reach more consumers
  » Nearly 200 beverage choices
  » Boost is an optional equipment accessory to add up to 5 Bag-in-Box products that can include alternative sweetened beverages

ENHANCES OPERATIONS
- Large drip tray and smooth drain design
- High capacity ice bin for fewer refills
- Reliable and secure software architecture
- Dynamic connections and update capabilities
  » On-board diagnostics and alerts
- Know when to replace cartridges:
  » New crew dashboard displays cartridge % fill and estimated hours left
  » Crew mobile app for sold-out notifications*
- Seamless transition from 9000
  » Same footprint
  » Utilizes existing cartridges and supply chain
  » Same cleaning procedures

To learn more, contact your Coca-Cola sales representative.

*Future Capability
**Coca-Cola Freestyle® 9100 Specifications**

**USER FEATURES**
- Integrated Camera (future capability for motion sense and facial recognition)
- 24-inch, HD touchscreen
- “Touch to Pour” button with LCD digital display and haptic response upon consumer contact

**DIMENSIONS**
- W: 25.25” x D: 39.25” x H: 74.75”
  - (640mm) x (996mm) x (1895mm)

**WEIGHT**
- 925 lb. (with product and ice)

**CLEARANCE**
- Right Side: 2”, Left Side: 2”, Front: 25.5”, Rear: 2”

**ELECTRICAL**
- 115 volt / 20 amp; grounded duplex outlet within 4 feet of dispenser
- Never plug dispenser or water booster into a GFI protected outlet or circuit

**DRAINS**
- 3” or larger floor drain should be located within 3 feet of dispenser

**WATER**
- 1/2” dedicated copper supply line with a separate water shutoff
- Must be located within 6’ of the water booster and filtration system
- Ambient, unsoftened water
- Minimum of 40 PSI

**WATER FILTRATION SYSTEM**
- Water filtration system is required
- Water filter must meet NSF Standard 42

**ICE BIN CAPACITY**
- Full bin: 255 lbs.
  - (220 lbs. usable ice)

**INGREDIENTS**
- SmartPak cartridges and BIB (Bag-in-Box) Sweeteners
- 36 ports for microdosing ingredients
- 5 ports for potential BIB (Bag-in-Box) ingredients

**SWEETENERS**
- HFCS BIB located outside of dispenser
- NNS BIB located inside of dispenser lower cabinet

**CONNECTIVITY**
- 4G or Wi-Fi, Real-time connectivity
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